CERAMIC WOOD STOVES – WHERE TRADITION AND BEAUTY ARE FORGED TOGETHER
With the wood stoves offered by Traditional Clay Roof Tiles, the classic appearance of the stove and modern technology of heating, has resulted in our unique products. Traditional wood stoves are the work of ceramics enthusiasts. Created by the hands of people who have put their heart and soul into it, making each single stove unique. The collaboration of craftsmen and artists delivers stoves of unrivalled beauty.
UNIQUE CERAMIC WOOD STOVES FROM TRADITIONAL CLAY ROOF TILES OFFER AN OPPORTUNITY TO ENHANCE ANY SETTING

Any room in the home will benefit aesthetically with the addition of an elegant wood stove. This extraordinarily unique work of craftsmanship will provide a warmth to the home, even when unlit.

During the production process, every detail of our stoves has been important to us – from the design of each individual tile with its breath-taking shape, pattern and colour, through to the door, made from precious metals, equipped with double toughened glass. The ventilation openings on the stove’s upper surface are cut out according to the aesthetics of XIXth-century stencils inspired by organic forms.
BEAUTY IN ITS SIMPLICITY AND VALUES INHERITED FROM OUR ANCESTORS, PASSED FROM ONE GENERATION TO ANOTHER, WILL ALWAYS FIND THEIR PLACE IN HOUSES WITH TRADITION

Unique, freestanding Traditional stoves are an example of timeless values. Simple is beautiful. We offer the widest range of options possible, to ensure that our stoves are easy to install in every interior. We offer four standard types of stoves, offering a complete service, from initial consultancy discussions through design, installation, commissioning, all the way up to the stove operation training.

VICTORIA STOVE
- Weight: 200 kg
- Height: 100 cm
- Width: 73 cm, Depth: 52 cm
- Load capacity with wood: 3-5 kg
- Accumulated heat: up to 20 kWh
- Heating power for 12 hours: 2 kW
- Optimal efficiency for the surface of: 35-45 square meters.

FLAVIA STOVE
- Weight: 200 kg
- Height: 108 cm
- Width: 73 cm, Depth: 73 cm
- Load capacity with wood: 3-5 kg
- Accumulated heat: up to 20 kWh
- Heating power for 12 hours: 2 kW
- Optimal efficiency for the surface of: 35-45 square meters.

ARKADIA STOVE
- Weight: 300 kg
- Height: 126 cm
- Width: 68 cm, Depth: 68 cm
- Load capacity with wood: 3,5-6 kg
- Accumulated heat: up to 23 kWh
- Heating power for 12 hours: 2 kW
- Optimal efficiency for the surface of: 45-50 square meters.

VICTORIA GRAND STOVE
- Weight: 500 kg
- Height: 135 cm
- Width: 99 cm, Depth: 60 cm
- Load capacity with wood: 3,5-7,5 kg
- Accumulated heat: up to 26 kWh
- Heating power for 12 hours: 2,2 kW
- Optimal efficiency for the surface of: 50-60 square meters.
**THIS PROVEN HEATING TECHNOLOGY IS A SOURCE OF HEATING THAT LASTS LONGER**

The chamotte TILE stove emits the energy accumulated in it, and it radiates warmth many hours after the flame has gone out. You can enjoy the view of the flaming fire in your stove, and EXPERIENCE THE warmth longer THAN normal fireplaces.

**EASY INSTALLATION IN ANY HOUSE**

- Installation within a few hours.
- Burning dry wood, briquette biomass or biofuel after equipping the stove with an appropriate burner.
- The stove does not need to be connected with the building’s main chimney. To a wood-fired stove, a smoke stack with a diameter of 13 cm is to be attached. CHECK REGULATIONS WITH HETAS BEFORE INSTALLING.
- As an option, a flame control system can be installed in the stoves as well as an adapter to connect the outside air supply (applicable in buildings with heat recovery).
In the fire boxes of Traditional stoves we have implemented an air supply for the afterburning system, thanks to this solution, the stove efficiency reaches 90%. Clean, ecological combustion is KEY TO our commitment to environmental care.

Fire boxes are grid-free and deep, so after loading with wood, they can be started from above which facilitates economic and clean combustion, and the fire is well visible from the very beginning of the burning process. Only a small amount of dust and ash remains due to the high firing temperature. There is not much to be cleaning, and the door glass remains clean for a long time.
BEAUTY IN ITS SIMPLICITY AND VALUES INHERITED FROM OUR ANCESTORS, PASSED FROM ONE GENERATION TO ANOTHER, WILL ALWAYS FIND THEIR PLACE IN OUR HOMES

19TH CENTURY DESIGN UPDATED FOR 21ST CENTURY LIVING

Our artisanal production methods make us extremely flexible in providing you with what you desire the most. We offer a palette of ten major colours. For an individual order we can produce a stove in any colour, apply any tile pattern meeting your individual taste. Our stoves are handmade – from creating the shape of the tile to the paintwork.